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and their order within limits prescribed for them by
others. Where the pupil has plenty of thoughts to
'express, it is perfectly possible for him, with a little
encouragement and guidance, to set about doing this
for himself. To prevent his doing so by prescribing
'"headings for various Lvpes of topic is not to teach him the
art of composition at all; it is to hinder his acquiring it.
Consequently  in  teaching   the   vernacular it   is  the
function of the teacher to deal specifically with such sub-
jects as the use and place of chapter, paragraph, sentence
and word in the verbal communication of ideas : and to
•set special exercises to enable the pupil to realize the
difference between the eood and the bad use of these,
and to acquire good habits by practice.    But in helping
the pupil to acquire a foreign language, since it is the
accumulation and ready use of a new vocabulary that is
our dominant aim, to divert energy to teaching the art
•of  composition   would   be   false   economy—the  pupil
should come to his lesson in English already sufficiently
trained in the general principles  of expression  in his
vernacular.    Nor should we waste over management of
matter time which can ill be spared  from  practice in
newly acquired language.    // is for this reason that in
teaching English the setting of blackboard headings and of
frameworks for composition may continue^ even  when  in
teaching a -vernacular they are out of place.    In teaching
English the teacher has in mind a  certain  vocabulary
that he wishes to have practised; headings at the pupil's
will might escape this vocabulary ; the direction of the
-discourse must be with the  teacher.    At the same time,
if the high school pupil is to leave the top class able to
use English freely, he must learn to dispense with the,
teacher's support in preparing to speak or write before
"his high school course  ends :  the transition from the
middle to the high stage of English coincides with the
pupil's progress towards this freedom.    Other forms of
composition with this object in view will be suggested
in discussing the characteristics of the high stage.
Summary of Procedure
To sum up the middle stage procedure.   The typical
lesson unit takes the reading text as centre*    A passage

